ALL UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE
5/14/18
2:30 P.M.
MILLER OVAL

Present: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld, Kisha Tracy, Peter Staab, Amy Wehe, Sara Levine, Laura Garofoli, Christine Dee, Alberto Cardelle, and Laura Bayless

Absent: Katie Ross, Thomas Satham-Fisette, and Matthew Badagliacca

Guests: Petri Flint, William Cortezia, Bruno Hicks, Shayne Koplowitz, Lena Ficco, Laura Baker, Jessica Robey, Emma Downs, Sarah Wright, Frank Mabee, Heather Urbanski, Joshua Spero, Sean Goodlett, Robert Harris, Marcel Beausoleil, Paul Weizer, Jane Huang, and Jonathan Amakawa.

Meeting called to order at 2:33 p.m.

Acceptance of Minutes
Motion to accept the 5/3/18 and 5/8/18 Curriculum Committee minutes
Motion: Sarah Levine Second: Kisha Tracy
Vote: 11/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #16: Changing the Prerequisite for Cognitive Neuroscience (PSY 3050)
Motion: Demisty Bellinger-Delfeld Second: Amy Wehe

Lena Ficco presented

Requesting that we make Biological Psychology (PSY 2030) the prerequisite requirement for Cognitive Neuroscience (PSY 3050).

Sara Levine said as chair of the Psychological Science Department, she had written support from Michael Nosek, Chair of Biology/Chemistry, to add BIOL 1200 and 1300 as alternative prerequisites.

Accepted amendments given at the curriculum committee on 5/3/18. Also have written approval from Petri Flint for other courses they could take

Vote: 9/0/01
Motion to Consider AUC #88: Changing Course Title for PSY 2370

Motion: Alberto Cardelle    Second: Kisha Tracy

We would like to change the title to PSY 2370 from "Interpersonal Effectiveness" to "Psychology of Human Relations" and change course description to be more concise. The focus is on science of human behavior.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #89: Remove PSY 2660 From the University Catalog

Motion: Amy Wehe    Second: Kisha Tracy

Laura Garofoli presented

PSY 2660 "Psychology of Sport and Exercise" is a course we no longer teach. The Professor who taught this course retired. It just makes sense to take it off the books. It was cross-listed with exercises science and they would like to keep it as an option. It was always taught from our department way back then. Danielle Wigmore, Chairperson of Exercise and Sports Science, is hoping to hire someone with that expertise to teach this course.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #81 – New Course: How Photography Became Art

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld

Jessica Robey presented

There is a cluster approval form that did not make it in the attached form.

This course will be offered for the first time in fall 2019 if it is approved. Received verbal support from Mary Baker, Chairperson of Communications Media, who has a History of Photography course in Communications Media. We have a cluster approval form as well.

We have shared it with Divisional Dean as well.

The proposal form that got posted was an old AUC form, they had a couple that were floating around. Curriculum accepted the proposal with the correct title on there and correct date.

Friendly Amendment: Curriculum had an amendment of having ENGL 1200 "Writing II" as a prerequisite. The sentence where it says no perquisites should be removed.

Approved for consideration with friendly amendment. Vote: 10/0/0
LA&S Cluster Approval: AUC #81

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Laura Garofoli

Believe this course is appropriate for the arts cluster. We do a lot of reading and writing analysis, as well as looked at course book and readings for photography and arts/music.

In the syllabus it's looking at western and western culture, A lot of the readings are European and that's where we got the tag of the global diverse piece. We look at how photography art was developed in France and England. Photography Art and Western culture basically.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #82: Adding an Option to the Requirements for the English Studies Literature Minor

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Laura Garofoli

Frank Mabee presented

Currently the Literature minor in English Studies has one required course of Approaches to English (ENGL 2999). This would add Literature Theory (ENGL 4500) as another required course in the minor. We are working with DGCE to being able to run this and cross-list with Graduate and Continuing Education students who have declared English Studies as a minor; they can take that through DGCE. This becomes an optional requirement specific to this minor.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #83: Revisions to the American Studies Minor Curriculum

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Amy Wehe

Frank Mabe presented

We're doing revisions to our curriculum. It was not able to run as it was written because the classes required were not able to be staffed. The Academic Departments who are covered in this proposal, I have emailed and contacted: Humanities and English Studies.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #148: Revision to the History Secondary Education Minor-Initial Licensure Track

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Sara Levine

Laura Baker presented
History middle school license taking place in July 2019 impacts History and English. Distinguish between middle school or high school license. New license will be 5 to 12. Conversations about what a 5-12 license will look like. That is to replace 6 elective credits that leads to a licensure. So the two middle school courses that is what this proposal requires. As a short-term solution for middle school instruction.

**Vote: 10/0/0**

**Motion to consider AUC #155: Creation of Uniform "FYE" (Banner) Prefix and Course Name**

**Motion:** Sara Levine  **Second:** Laura Bayless

Sean Goodlett presented

Proposal is to create a new uniform FYE courses and banner descriptions. We want to have this full scale in fall 2019, but this proposal will be ready for Fall 2018 courses. This is to be taught in meta-major fashion. Have uniformity of branding. Only voting on the pre-fix of what the course is. None of the proposals are dealing with General Education requirements, this is just the prefixes.

Kisha Tracy: Concerned about how fast this is going through. How fast department courses were created. Does not understand why we are pushing this through fast, not much coordination with the LA&S Council. I'm also concerned about how the structure has not been put in place before these were put through. Very concern where are we going to get the instructors? And worried these are going to fall on junior faculty.

Sean Goodlett: The proposal is for a creation of an FYE prefix.

Assessment is in development and its speed has played a factor in that. Hope by fall term there will be a set of measurements for fall 2019 pilot term. We're going to be creating an assessment based on a single year data point to vary different groups of students. Will have group of faculty who will be teaching in fall 2018.

I sat on LA&S the council and been to the meetings and talked about how the FYE will fit in curriculum revisions. We should be thinking about curricular revisions going forward.

Laura Garofoli: The pilot is not pilot to whether we should do this or not. Our intention with pilot is to get look at it and feel of how it looks here. We have different groups of students. Most important, gives sense of outcomes that we have established. What works, what doesn't work, what we should change going forward.

Alberto: I don't think this would be called a pilot, but more of a phase in. Scale up program. Very likely is we want better retention and graduate rates that will take a few years.

In regards to who is teaching, we are not going to force a junior faculty member to teach it. The last thing we need is a faculty member who is forced to do it.

Christine Dee. Language that is in the course proposal. In my reading of the language, it's saying all who wants to teach this, they would need to take training. Teaching the course would not occur unless they take the training.
Sean Goodlett: Students can take it at any cluster. This is a uniform prefix in banner and subtitle to the course.

Meta Majors - Most students will stay within their major. We ultimately landed on meta-major discussions. In order to give cohort to like-minded students. Conversely students within the majors and clumping of students. It makes sense to clump on the students.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #160 – New Course: First-Year Experience Seminar – Psychological Science

Motion: Alberto Cardelle         Second: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld

The department has nine faculty who are willing to teach. And anticipate to offer two sections.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #156 – New Course: First-Year Experience Seminar – Economics, History, & Political Science

Motion: Laura Bayless         Second: Kisha Tracy

There are 2 faculty who are willing and agreed to teach the course. Are in two different disciplines of Economics and History under one department. It will be committee’s intent to be sensitive to these aspects.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #157 – New Course: First-Year Experience Seminar - Education

Motion: Kisha Tracy         Second: Laura Bayless

Will Cortezia presented

We have 5 faculty who are ready and 3 who are more than glad to teach it as well.

Bruno: Helped faculty freed the time because they saw it was a priority. They saw this was very important to them. The department has proposed the course because it will fit in their schedules. This gets to the concern that once it goes to scale it will not have enough faculty to staff it.

Foundation of Education is being remodeled. There will be certain courses that will be replaced. We're changing courses for FYE. We have to justify governance and committee and we have to satisfy the Department of Education.

Vote: 10/0/0
Motion to Consider AUC #158 – New Course: First Year Experience Seminar – Biology and Chemistry

Motion: Kisha Tracy Second: Christine Dee

Emma Downs presented

We have 4 faculty who said yes. We are prepared to offer 2 sections once it goes to scale.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #162 – New Course: First-Year Experience Seminar – Earth & Geographic Sciences

Motion: Kisha Tracy Second: Laura Bayless

Jane Huang presented

We worked on the syllabus together. I can teach the course and they are planning to offer faculty who will teach the course.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #159 – New Course: First-Year Experience Seminar - Mathematics

Motion: Kisha Tracy Second: Amy Wehe

Sarah Wright presented

We will be offering 1 section a year. Have at least 6 people who are willing to teach.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #161 – New Course: First-Year Experience Seminar - Humanities

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld Second: Alberto Cardelle

Petri Flint presented

We could over 2-4 sections and 4 faculty showing interest to teach the course.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #75: LA&S Cluster Approval: German for Beginners I

Motion: Kisha Tracy Second: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld

Petri Flint presented
Consequently, were asking for citizenship of world. Its' still a western European language. All language gets "CTW" (Citizenship and the World).

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #76: LA&S Cluster Approval: German for Beginners II

Motion: Laura Garofoli    Second: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld

Petri Flint presented

Same proposal and logic and AUC #75. There's an offset that students who also studied in high school.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #77 – New Course: Japanese for Beginners I

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Laura Garofoli

Petri Flint presented

Japanese for Beginners I and 2 was developed to support students taking a Game Design course with travel to Japan. It filled quickly with 25 students. Students lobbied to have a second one offered. It's been not only game design students, but others interested in this topic. The progression from level one and two has been off the charts to fill it. It's been a good introduction and its clearly working.

There are no full-time faculty there so it's adjunct faculty teaching the course; it's not ideal, but it’s the only way we can do it.

Vote: 10/0/0

Cluster Approval for AUC #77

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Laura Garofoli

Citizenship and the World

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #78 – New Course: Japanese for Beginners II

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Laura Garofoli

Petri Flint presented

Topics course. It was assigned a 1000 level.
Vote: 10/0/0

Cluster Approval for AUC #79

Motion: Laura Garofoli  Second: Amy Wehe

Citizenship and the World. No discussion.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #79: Delete Several PHIL Courses from FSU Catalogue

Motion: Amy Wehe  Second: Laura Garofoli

The other ones we are asking to remove for truth of advertising to the students. We're deleting courses that are not applicable to the university and because it has no faculty. It was discussion with the philosophy professors. The historical approach is to applicable, talking student demand and not faculty.

Approved: Vote:10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #80: Revisions to the Philosophy Minor

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld  Second: Kisha Tracy

Petri Flint presented

The curriculum committee wanted to add back in the courses we put in to remove. There have been a lot of substitution waivers to make the philosophy work with what's in the catalog now, therefore it was not accessible.

The 9 credits core courses will remain the same. It simplifies the structure and makes available to students.

To clarify the amendment at the Curriculum Committee 5/8 meeting: add PHIL 2000 & 2440 to the list of Group Two electives, since they were no longer being removed in AUC 79

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #101: Interdisciplinary Studies Research Seminar

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Laura Garofoli

Petri Flint presented

Worked with Laura Bayless and Rala Diakite. The way the IDIS is structured now seems to be problematics with students being transferred in with way too many credits; so we are signing a lot of waivers to do one and two credits simultaneously.
It’s been hard to get student buy in; when students see one credit and think it will not hit their GPA badly. Condensing the content into a single 3 credit course.

In curriculum committee they had a friendly amendment to set it at junior standing.

**Vote: 10/0/0**

**Motion to consider AUC #102: Change to the IDIS Major Core Required Seminars & IDIS 4004 Prerequisites**

**Motion:** Kisha Tracy  **Second:** Laura Garofoli

Petri Flint presented

This is to change core requirements. Changing the one credit to a 3-credit course. It’s a preparation of the capstone course. It’s going to apply to various variations cause there’s capstones that goes with it.

**Vote: 10/0/0**

**Motion to consider AUC #103: Add Courses to IDIS Major Core Electives in Two IDIS Concentrations**

**Motion:** Kisha Tracy  **Second:** Laura Bayless

Petri Flint presented

This is designed to clean up the curriculum. The electives are supposed to be interdisciplinary. Expands what was offered last year. And to the performing arts concentration.

**Vote: 10/0/0**

**Motion to Consider AUC #71: Eliminate CJ 2030 as a Requirement for Police Program / Remove Course from the Course Catalog**

**Motion:** DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld  **Second:** Sara Levine

Marcel Beausoleil presented

This proposal is to eliminate "Applied Fitness for Police" (CJ 2030) from the Police Program. Further, wanted to apply this to retro-active calendar years of students who are currently enrolled in the program.

Committee suggested Marcel and Police Program talk to Linda Dupell to make sure this would not be a problem. But committee said Linda was in the actual curriculum meeting that this took place in, so if she had no objectives, then it should be fine.

**Vote: 10/0/0**
Motion to Consider AUC #90: New Course: GIS for Criminal Justices

Motion: Kisha Tracy    Second: Laura Garofoli

Marcel Beausoleil and Jane Huang presented

Cosponsored by Behavioral Sciences and Earth & Geographic Sciences Department. We think it's beneficial for the programs and goes to the next proposal.

Friendly Amendment: In line number 12 of the proposal, there shouldn't be anything in there, let's cross that out. In line number 9 it should be GEOG. In line 15 the cross-listed should be Criminal Justice.

Approved with friendly amendments: Vote: 10/0/0

LA&S Designation for AUC #90

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld    Second: Laura Garofoli

Jane Huang and Marcel Beausoleil presented

This course has science, math, and technology. The curriculum committee wanted to change that both sides are the same. There's no need to change it again.

AUC Committee discussed about how they chose which cluster was selected. Some thought Human Behavior Cluster but it was argued that the students would need to take Psychology and Criminology. Decided it was okay to not make it an LA&S cluster.

Friendly Amendment: Table and withdraw cluster form for LA&S Cluster. Jane and Marcel agreed.

Approved with friendly amendment. Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #91: New Minor: GIS Crime Mapping and Analysis

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld    Second: Christine Dee

Jane Huang and Marcel Beausoleil presented

This will be offered to Criminal Justice and Geography students. This program will have only one new course and all others are existing courses; only one discipline is allowed. Have received reports from both sides and talked to Deans and Admissions Department about how to make the title more appealing. That is where the revision was made.

Marcel: We would be the first to have this type of major. The growth in this field by year 2020 and by year 2024 there may be 28,000 job openings. Hoping to push this program and folks are really excited about it.

Friendly Amendment: The electives should read 3 courses total and 9 credits total. (3 Required courses and 3 elective courses)
Approved with Friendly Amendments. Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #92: Changes to the GST Major Requirements

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Laura Garofoli

Jane Huang presented

This is doing program cleaning. Removing the GEOG 2800 from course offering and GEOG 2400 from elective to core requirement because Dr. Lawrence Guth retired and he was the only one who taught them.

Vote: 9/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #93 – Changes to the GST Minor Requirements

Motion: Sara Levine  Second: Laura Bayless

Jane Huang presented

Clean up minor program. Adding new course GEOG 3003/CJ 3002 as an elective and remove GEOG 2800 from course requirement

Vote: 9/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #94: LA&S Cluster Approval for History of Documentary Film

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld  Second: Laura Bayless

Robert Harris presented

Last year this course was approved through AUC but we failed to put LA&S designation. So we should have this as the same logic.

Vote: 9/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #95 – New Course: Games and Arts in Japan

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld  Second: Kisha Tracy

Jon Amakawa presented

We are looking to propose games and artist in Japan and run it as topics course. Summer session one course. Study abroad in Japan and students would visit a number of Japanese game companies.

We will be seeking LA&S designation down the road, we just want to get it through now.
Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #96: Include CTW & GDC Attributes for "Europe Today" Course for All Majors

Motion: Kisha Tracy   Second: Laura Garofoli

Joshua Spero presented

This elective is to add the CTW and GDC attributes. It has begun to be study abroad spring break course. Took students twice to Poland. I've seen it beyond political science. There are students two have taken it in other majors. Wanted them to have opportunity to take this and get credit for it.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #97: Include CTW & GDC Attributes for "International Organizations" Course for All Majors

Motion: Kisha Tracy   Second: Laura Garofoli

Joshua Spero presented

It's aimed toward students from different majors. Since it is international and focus point of different continents and cultures/histories; from those areas of the world. We are offering it as CTW and GDC.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #70: Change Prerequisite for POLS/CJ 2270

Motion: Laura Garofoli   Second: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld

Paul Weizer presented

Criminal Justice department approached us and said it would be better to add this as a prerequisite option. We're requesting to change/add this prerequisite so students can take it.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #146: Remove POLS 1100 Introduction to Political Science from list of Required Courses for the Major

Motion: Kisha Tracy   Second: Amy Wehe

Paul Weizer presented

This is a course that existed in Political Science when we created the language of POLS. We're looking to remove it from the list of minors in Political Science, since the students who do take it won’t need it; 80% were of those who took it were criminal justice students.
Motion to Consider AUC #147: Remove POLS from Catalog and List of Required Courses for POLS Majors

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Laura Garofoli

Paul Weizer presented

Seeking to remove it from the course catalog. The curriculum minutes does not reflect the discussion of what went on. There still may be those who will want to offer it. We've talked about that and we think we don’t want to remove it all together. We want to cut from list of required major and not from the catalog. (friendly amendment). Free elective for anybody and la & s.

Friendly Amendment: Change the language through to remove POLS 1100 from the list of requirements for POLS majors, however keep the course in the catalog.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #144 – New Course: The American Presidency

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Laura Garofoli

Christine Dee presented

Request for American presidency as a topics course. My older syllabus is attached history and political science majors and one branch of governance. It's about the history of presidencies.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion for LA&S Cluster Approval for AUC #144

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Laura Garofoli

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to consider AUC #145: Changes to the Requirements for History Majors' Required Political Science Courses

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Laura Garofoli

Christine Dee presented

Political science has two tracks, but historians do not. Allow maximum flexibility depending on their interest for history students. We don’t have enough sections, so keep as it is. What this would be, is they could take any two they would want to take. They’ll all have to take U.S. Government I, this give them
the choice of what they want. Secondary Ed will already need to take those, it was for those students who are not secondary ed.

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to Consider AUC #177: Increase in the Number of Transfer Credits Accepted

Motion: DeMisty Bellinger-Delfeld  Second: Kisha Tracy

Alberto Cardelle presented

This proposal is asking to change the policy for transfer credits, accept from community colleges and two-year institutions and residency requirements. This will be aligned to what the majority of our competitors are offering to transfer students.

This does not mean we will accept the 75 credits or 90 credits they will still have transcript requirements review. It will say up to 50% of major have to be completed here. Minor should be the same.

Want to make it clear that it says minor in the catalog and it should be 75 credits.

The transcript are all capped so we don’t know what they were capable of bringing in. Our transfer admissions counselors know what the limit is.

The students will know what they are bringing in before they start. They all have to have a statement that talks about how much % work needs to be completed here at FSU.

Friendly Amendment: At top of page 2, change “50% of the major” should say “50% of major or minor.”

Vote: 10/0/0

Motion to adjourn meeting

Motion: Kisha Tracy  Second: Sara Levine

Meeting adjourned 4:38 p.m.

Vote: 10/0/0